Three-dimensional quantum dynamics computations of cross sections and rate constants for the atmospheric reaction H + O 3 f O 2 + OH are presented. Using a novel elastic optimum angle adiabatic approach published in a previous paper (Varandas, A. J. C.; Szichman, H. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1998, 295, 113), the calculated cross sections cover the range of translational energies 0.035 e E tr /eV e 0.300. Applications of the new approach using both single-path and multiple-path schemes are reported. The results are compared with available classical trajectory and infinite-order-sudden-approximation results. It may be concluded that the calculations obtained from the single-path model give an improved agreement with respect to the sudden ones when compared with the classical trajectory results. In turn, the quantum elastic optimum angle adiabatic multiple-path results show excellent agreement with the same classical results.
Introduction
The reduced dimensionality treatment is, and will remain to be in the forseeable future, the most feasible method to carry out quantum mechanical (QM) studies in polyatomic systems. So far, accurate QM computations can be done on systems including up to three atoms, such as the prototypical reactions H + H 2 (and its isotopomers), 1,2 F + H 2 , 3 as well as O + H 2 , 4 Cl + H 2 , 5 and other atom-diatom reactions. 6 In some favorable cases of tetra-atomic systems such as H 2 (D 2 )OH [7] [8] [9] [10] or H 2 (D 2 )-CN, 11 it has also been possible to perform full six-dimensional (6D) QM treatments. These tetra-atomic systems are characterized by having the OH or CN diatomic fragments in a state of spectators during the reactive process, which reduces in practice the computational complexity to that of a 5D problem. In turn, for H 2 (D 2 )OH, the adjacency of the O atom to the center of mass gives to this system a nearly coplanar symmetry, for which a 4D QM treatment can yield quite reasonable results. 12 It is quite clear though that if a time-dependent 6D formalism such as that used in ref 9 is used to treat the title reaction or other important atmospheric reactions such as then the required computing resources would certainly fall far ahead from those necessary to treat the above-mentioned tetraatomic systems; ∆H class is the classical enthalpy of reaction. Indeed, even if there is (or soon becomes available) the high technology required to find the QM full solution of reaction (eq 1), it is doubtful whether it will be readily available to treat a wealth of interesting and useful chemical reactions, such as the title one, not to mention the more complex and perhaps exciting (yet almost unexplored) systems involving five or more atoms.
The continuing development of novel computational approaches to carry out QM reduced dimensionality studies of polyatomic systems remains therefore a must. In this sense, the authors have already published a novel method based on adiabatic principles, 13 which intends to cover the computation of reaction probabilities in low translational energy regimes, where the known infinite-order-sudden-approximation (IOSA) 14 method has been shown to give systematically lower values than those predicted by other theories such as QCT. 13, 15 The development of this adiabatic path approach 13 has led to the introduction of two alternative schemes of reaction probability averaging, i.e., the elastic optimum angle adiabatic single (multiple) path techniques, EOAAS(M)P, the first of which (EOAASP) has already been applied 13 to reaction 1; for brevity, their acronyms will be referred to heretofore in an obvious correspondence as SP and MP. In the present paper we explore the S(M)P approaches in the study of another important atmospheric reaction, namely
In so doing we are aware of the 3-fold difficulties inherent to reaction 2 which were absent in the treatment of reaction 1, namely (1) Two optimum directions for the H atom to attack the ozone molecule [15] [16] [17] [18] rather than just one for O to attack the HO 2 radical in the case of reaction 1. 13 (2) Two open reaction channels 15, 16, 18 rather than only one as in reaction 1. (3) A classical enthalpy of reaction almost twice as large as that of reaction 1. To cope with the above-mentioned difficulties, we have therefore developed new principles within the S(M)P approaches which allow us to achieve more reliable results.
Theory
Our method is based on the calculation of all nonreactive probabilities, P(λ r λ 0 ) the sum of which is then subtracted from unity to obtain the total reactive probability. Thus, where S J (λ r λ 0 ) is an element of the nonreactive scattering * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. † On leave from the Department of Physics and Applied Mathematics, Soreq NRC, Yavne 81800, Israel.
S J -matrix, and λ (and λ 0 ) stand for a set of quantum numbers which label a state of the four-atom system. It is understood that since each reactive process is characterized by a constant total angular momentum quantum number J, one may drop this from the notation henceforth. If S is the ordinary transition (reactive) matrix, the S-matrix may be written as 19 where I is the unity matrix.
Prior to the calculation of the S-matrix terms, the following Schrödinger equations (SEs) must be solved, namely and where Ψ λ0 is the complete wave function associated with the asymptotic state λ 0 , and ψ λ represents the λth quantum mechanical solution of the unperturbed (elastic) SE, eq 6; H and H 0 are, respectively, the full and unperturbed Hamiltonians describing the atom-triatom system.
Assuming the unpertubed solution ψ λ0 to be known, by using the perturbative method, the full solution Ψ λ0 may then be written as where it can be easily shown that λ0 can be obtained by solving the following inhomogenuous SE in the close-interaction region with V being the interaction (perturbation) potential defined by Thus, as mentioned above, H is the full Hamiltonian and H I is ad-hoc obtained by adding negative imaginary potentials (NIPs) to H; these are defined along the boundaries of the arrangement channel (AC) in which ψ λ0 is calculated. As usual, the function of these NIPs is to decouple one arrangement channel from all others, and provide bound-state-like boundary conditions. 20 As already done in previous reports on the same title reaction, 15, 16 a Jacobi coordinate system has been used in the present work to describe both ACs of the four-atom system (see Figure 2 of ref 15). Thus, the atom-triatom (reagent) channel is described by three radial distances and three Jacobi angles. The former include the vibrational coordinate for the unbroken bond r, the corresponding "translational" coordinate of the triatom F connecting the third atom with the center of mass of the unbroken bond, and the translational coordinate R which connects the fourth atom to the center of mass of the triatomic system. Three Jacobi angles complete the description of the system: θ (the angle between r and F), γ (the angle between F and R), and (the polar angle between the triatom plane and R). The calculations reported here are characterized by the use of the additional 5D polar angle-averaged potential energy surface instead of the original full 6D potential U(rFRθγ ).
In order to calculate ψ λ (and λ0 ) within a 4D infinite-ordersudden-approximation (IOSA) approach, the following Hamiltonian should be considered: 21 where the averaged potential energy surface U h may also be used instead of U, and m, µ, and M are, respectively, the reduced masses of the diatomic bond, triatomic molecule, and whole atom + triatom system. On the other hand, j b and K B represent, respectively, the bending and rotational angular momentum operators of the triatomic molecule, respectively; as before, J denotes the total angular momentum quantum number. It should also be mentioned that eq 11 is the result of applying the closecoupled states (or j z ) 14,22 approximation to a more general expression of H. 15, 21 In general we distinguish between the asymptotic region and the short interaction region. The SE that follows by employing the Hamiltonian defined in eq 11 is then treated twice: once to calculate the asymptotic (unperturbed) elastic wave function ψ λ , and once to calculate λ0 . In this paragraph we start by considering the expression of the (unperturbed) potential energy surface to be used for the solution of ψ λ (see eq 6). It is given by where V(rFθ) is the potential energy surface of the O 3 molecule which follows from and the distortion potential w(R| ) may be defined as an eigenvalue of the following rotational SE Note that F e , r e , and θ e are obtained from the equilibrium properties 23 of the O 3 molecule, which is an integral part of the HO 3 potential energy surface, 17 while is an IOSA angle. 15, 24, 25 In a 3D reduced dimensionality treatment where the angular directions are fixed, K B t 0, and hence it results from eq 14 that
In order to eliminate the functional dependence of w in and γ from eq 15, we may take as a fixed (IOSA) parameter or rather turn it out by means of the average potential U h in eq 5. Recall that in the IOSA model γ may be taken as a fixed parameter or one may choose to average U in eq 15 in terms of cos γ over the range (0, π), as it has been done elsewhere. 6, 21 Note that this last averaging of U is equivalent to weighting the potential with the lowest order of the spherical harmonics y 0,0 (γ| ), while it would be rather more realistic to do the weighting by using h(γ| ) defined in eq 14. Since h(γ| ), an eigenfunction of eq 14, is an undulating function which has
[(
maxima where U has minima, it looks therefore more appropriate (without having to resort to the formal solution of eq 14) that one approximates the averaging of U over h(γ| ) by adopting the minimum value of this potential in the range of 0 e γ e π. We are then led in this analytical way to introduce (as in ref 13) the angle γ MP which is defined as the minimum of U(Rr e F e θ e γ| ) with respect to γ. In practice, it is determined by imposing the condition of extremum given by
Similarly, γ SP is obtained if U h is used instead of U in eq 16. The function λ0 is derived by solving eq 8 in the reagents AC. For this purpose the range of the reagents vibrational coordinate(s) are enlarged such as to comprise the relevant reactive regions and include the necessary decoupling NIPs. In the title reactive system, there is one preferred open channel, 16, 18 and hence one of the extreme bonds O 2 in the O 3 molecule remains essentially unbroken through the whole reactive process. To account for this possibility, two negative imaginary terms are added to the real Hamiltonian: a vibrational term along the distance F and another translational term along R, namely
The addition of the NIPs to the real averaged potential U h converts the scattering problem into a bound system problem, and hence makes λ0 expandable in terms of square integrable L 2 functions. 26,27 These functions are chosen here as localized functions for the translational components and adiabatic basis sets for the vibrational ones. Thus, where g(R|n) represents the translational component which is chosen to be a standard Gaussian function of the form where σ is the translational step size Regarding f(rFθγ|j|nλ), this is an eigenfunction of the 3D Schrödinger equation
Once eq 21 has been solved, it is then possible, starting from eq 5, to obtain the nonreactive S-matrix element. Finally, from the J-specific averaged reaction probabilities, the QM total reactive cross sections are calculated by using where k(E tr ) is the standard wave number for the whole atom + triatom system, which is defined by k 2 (E tr ) ) 2M/p 2 E tr , and the reactive probability P react J is calculated for each integer value of J by means of eq 3.
Numerical Details
In this work, we have carried out quantum dynamical computations of nonreactive probabilities for the H + O 3 collisional process over the range of translational energies 0.035 e E tr /eV e 0.300 using the DMBE HO 3 potential energy surface of Varandas and Yu. 17 The reactive probabilities have then been computed by means of eq 3, and the total reactive cross sections by using eq 22. The calculations have generally been carried out within the j z -approximation using either a polar-averaged expression of the potential energy surface (see eq 10) or rather a multiple-path expression of the same function, using the polar angle as the external parameter. However, in order to derive the total wave function in the reagents' AC Ψ λ0 (eq 5), the parameter γ has been treated as a pseudo-IOSA parameter, when at each translational distance R its value is replaced by one of the solutions of eq 16 for each one of the M(S)P approaches used here.
To solve eq 8 in an adequate way (for a given ψ λ0 ), the R-translational axis has been required to be divided into up to 110 equidistant sectors. In each of these one Gaussian, standing as a translational basis function, and a set of twofold adiabatic vibrational basis functions have been used (see eq 18). The number of such functions varies from one sector to another, but at each sector their number is constrained by a simple energy cutoff of 0.5 eV. 21, 27 This implied at the end, to solve about 5000 complex equations in order to obtain the mentioned coefficients.
We note that a particularly difficult task has been to solve eq 16 for a single γ M(S)P when, as we know, the title reaction is characterized by having more than one reaction track: two due to the two attacking angles, and another two because of the competitive reaction (eq 1). It is quite obvious that, once chosen a determined track, it is forbidden to mix them in between different R-translational steps. This selection has been done in the present work by applying a particular mask delimiting, for each case, the range of allowed values for γ.
Results
Calculations obtained for the reactive cross sections in the title reaction using the approaches mentioned in this paper are shown in Tables 1-4 , and Figure 1 . Previously published QCT and IOSA results are also given in Table 4 for comparison. In Figure 1 and Table 4 , N denotes the number of polar angles over which the computed potential U (SP) or cross sections (MP) have been averaged. Note also that in Tables 1-3 , the labeling of results as belonging to the "front" and "rear" tracks means that they were located in the ranges 0 e γ < π/2 and π/2 e γ e π, respectively. In order to find the average of cross sections calculated in different tracks (front and rear), we have made use of the quantum mechanical interpretation of the wave amplitude h(γ| ) defined in eq 14. In fact, we expect it to have maximum values where U has a minimum. The probability that the molecule is at certain γ M(S)P (and hence in the respective track) is then proportional to the value of the cross section at the highest studied translational energy,
The closest value to p(γ M(S)P ) in eq 23 of the present calculations, without solving explicitly eq 14, is given by where we have taken E tr in eq 23 as tending to ∞, since we then expect σ r to become independent of energy fluctuations. The notable feature from Table 4 and Figure 1 is the fact that the average SP and MP quantum results seem to be pretty well converged for N ) 3, and hence are likely to represent realistic estimates of the true values. Also interesting is the good agreement between the MP results and the QCT calculations over the range of translational energies where they overlap.
Once obtained the energy dependence of the reactive cross sections, one is able to deduce the corresponding rate constant by means of the well-known formula where M is the reduced mass of the atom-triatom colliding pair, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and f is the appropriate electronic degeneracy factor which for the title reaction is equal to one.
In order to solve eq 25, we follow a previous procedure 16 which consists of fitting the calculated cross sections to the form where C, m, and n are least-squares parameters. Equation 26 is then introduced in eq 25 leading to the exact form 18, 28 Avoiding the description of numerical details, the results are displayed graphically in Figure 2 . One may observe by comparing their relative behavior that the calculated k(T) follow the same trend as in the case of the cross sections results reported above.
Conclusions
We have carried out 3D quantum dynamics calculations of the reaction H + O 3 f HO + O 2 using a recently reported 17 DMBE potential energy surface for the ground electronic state of HO 3 . Two different adiabatic concepts have been applied in developing the QM models. One, the SP approach, led to lower values of cross sections than those predicted by the QCT theory, especially near threshold, but still better than those obtained expresses the condition of homogeneity of the PES, but also for high values of E tr will the same expression apply, as a consequence of high translational energies tending to smear down the influence of the topographical details of the potential energy surface.
In conclusion, the adiabatic approaches M(S)P may be used as complementary to the known IOSA methods, specially in the study of QM characteristics of chemical reactions at low translational energies. Particularly, the SP is more advantageous over the similar MP approach, considering the computation time required by both procedures. Nevertheless, it is difficult to state at the present stage, what of both methods is best justified quantum mechanically. More computational experiments are thus requested in order to get a final judgment. 
